Abstr act. SIFT the well-known image recognition algorithm performs reliable matching between different views of an object even it is rotated, in different scales, or has different brightness than of the original image. But in our button match works, the SIFT points detected in simple object may be few, and the wrong match between objects that has same textures but different shapes may lead wrong matching results. To address this problem, we only retain the detected SIFT points that on the edges and also compared the edge SIFT points with the classic SIFT points, then combined them to perform a better result. Experiments demonstrate that morphological operation tried to decrease the light problems and get a substantial improvement.
In the original SIFT method [3] , we detect the extremal points in the DoG(Difference of Guassians) ,then find the local minima/maxima points of the DoG images across scales , This is done by comparing each pixel in the DoG images to its eight neighbors at the same scale and nine corresponding neighboring pixels in each of the neighboring scales. If the pixel value is the maximum or minimum among all compared pixels, it is selected as a candidate keypoint. And low contrast candidate points and edge response points along an edge are discarded, because these points may not detected under different situation and unstable to small noise, that may be a problem with a complex background and the object itself is not simple, but consider in our works, matches for the different shape buttons, all the buttons have simple shapes and background, the edge SIFT points may no longer be useless so we keep the edge points, and the SIFT points that not locate in edge are discarded. We found that the edge points also can lead correct matching, so if we matching the objects that have same textures or materials, combine the edge SIFT points and the accurate of the match improved. Consider the shadow and the effect of illumination, some morphological operation can be useful. All the detect points we compute with SIFT descriptors, which are robust to local affine distortion are then obtained by considering pixels around a radius of the key location, blurring and resampling of local image orientation planes.
Given a set of image descriptors computed from two different images, these image descriptors can be mutually matched by for each point finding the point in the other image domain that minimizes the Euclidean distance between the descriptors represented as 128-dimensional vectors. To suppress matches that could be regarded as possibly ambiguous, the SIFT author Lowe propose then the matches for which the ratio between the distances to the nearest and the next nearest points is less than 0.49 are accepted, but as in our works the detected SIFT points are not many, so we use 0.59 instead.
We build the Kd-tree and use the approximate BBF (Best-Bin-First) method used for finding the nearest neighbor.
Related Wor k

Detect SIFT points on edges
In Lowe's paper, the points located along the edge are regard poorly determined and therefore unstable to small amounts of noise. A 2×2 Hessian matrix can be used to compute the principal curvatures which will be large across the edge. Hessian matrix, H, computed at the location and scale of the keypoint:
The derivatives are estimated by taking differences of neighboring sample points. And to avoid explicitly computing the eigenvalues, let α be the eigenvalue with the largest magnitude and β be the small one, let r be the ratio between the largest magnitude eigenvalue and the smaller one, so that α=rβ. Then,
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The keypoints that have a ratio between the principal curvatures greater than r=10 are eliminated.
So the work that we detect the edge SIFT points just do the opposite things, we keep the keypoints that have the ratio greater than r=10, and eliminated the other points. As show in the table 2.1, in our works edge SIFT points has the same amounts as the classic SIFT points, so disregard them especially that detected points are not many is not a good way. In some papers show that Harris interest points compute with the SIFT descriptors perform well [1] . The edge SIFT points are also a kind of interest points. From Figure Fig. 2 .1 we can find out in the same button image, some classic SIFT points distribute by the light spot side, the edge SIFT points are better. But most of the edge SIFT points are in small scales, as the length of the arrow is short which means the points detect in the low scale of the image pyramid.
Compare two kinds of points
We compare two kinds of points under the same matching images. As shown in figure 2 , classic SIFT points have few matches, and if the objects are simple and have same texture, wrong matching can lead wrong result.
Unlike classic SIFT points, the edges SIFT points have more matches, but wrong matches remain a problem. Figure 2 .3 show that the edge SIFT points basically have small scales in the scale-space, which means also the SIFT descriptors only compute the feature that is near the edge SIFT points. While the classic SIFT points detected in large scale will be more robust. Lack of the global information of the objects is not the only problem of edge SIFT descriptors, also because of different illumination, the shadows and the reflected lights bring noise which problem can be more serious when the scale of the descriptor is small. Consider these problems, so we need some preprocessing, for our matching objects are simple, some morphological operations proven to be effective.
Morphological operations
The other problem we need to solve is the reflected lights leaving large and small spots on the surface.
The opening operations perform well, it can erase small spot, and also the black top-hat transform is useful, which is defined dually as the difference between the closing and the input image.
The black top-hat transform of ℱ is given by:
And the b(χ) is a grayscale structuring element, we use the common 3×3 square one. The transform can be iterating several times to get a better result. We are glad to find out that the shadow problem solved too, but when we used the black top-hat transformed image matching, the result got worse, so we used binary images, and doing closing operation, the result improved. Light condition still remains a problem, as shown in the Figure 2 .5 after the morphologic operations the last one of the four buttons appears a broken shape. In order to solve this problem we just guarantee the images in our matching library bright enough and also the image use to match.
Exper imental Results
In our works we get 50 different shape buttons and take 100 images of these buttons each button have two images under different orientations. All the images have the size of 800×600, and make sure the light is enough. We test for three kinds of pre-processing of the images: 1. Grayscale. 2. Grayscale→ Opening.
Grayscale→ Black top-hat→ Otsu binarization→ Closing(B→O→C)
And we detect classic SFIT and edges SIFT points, then use SIFT descriptor to represent the feature. For the 100 images we build a Kd-tree, and put every image to match, if the same shape button image is in the top 5 matches, that's a correct match. Also we combine all the two kinds of SIFT points. As shown in the table 3.1 though edge SIFT may not perform better than classic SIFT points, but combine them can improve the matches. 
Conclusion
We have presented an experiment result which demonstrate the eliminated edge SIFT points also can achieved effectively for object matching, especially for simple shape objects. The result shows that morphological operations alleviate the problems of illumination which lead the most wrong matches. Combine the morphological operation and the edge SIFT points get a substantial improvement.
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